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Fighting spiders in dreams

September 15, 2019 1 minute reading Comments expressed by business contributors are their own. Renee Wang, founder and CEO of podcast platform Castbox, discusses her business journey from landing a dream position as an app monetization expert at Google to launching her own company and becoming a disruptor in the podcast industry. Wang and
Playbook host David Meltzer cover topics including accepting failure as your most important teacher, some of the most common struggles entrepreneurs face, and challenging themselves to become a better person. They also discuss the need to invest in yourself as an entrepreneur and whether you need to pay yourself when setting up a startup. Related:
How to show your customers that you value Them Get heaping discounts for books you love sent straight to your inbox. We will introduce a different book every week and share exclusive deals that you will not find anywhere else. Amplify your business knowledge and reach your full business potential with the exclusive benefit of Entrepreneur Insider. For just
$5 per month, have access to premium content, web conferucing, ad-free experiences, and more! Plus, enjoy signing up for Entrepreneur magazine for 1 year FOR FREE. Discover a better way to hire free translators. From business to marketing, sales, finance, design, technology and more, we have the free translators you need to tackle your most
important work and project, on demand. A dream is a variety of feelings, images, or thoughts that come through a sleeping person's mind. Learn what research shows about the reasons that we dream, and read about the theory of dream explanations. PHILIPPE HUGUEN/AFP/Getty Images All spiders have eight legs and a body consisting of two parts: a
cephalothorax and a abdomen. There are an estimated 40,000 different species of spiders. Wolf spiders can be identified with their eyes; they have a bottom row of four eyes and two upper rows of two eyes each. Jumping spiders can also be identified with their eyes. They have four pairs of eyes, two of which are extremely large. Wolves and spiders jump
without spinning cobwebs. Other types of spiders can be identified by their cobwebs. The ordinary American house spider makes classic organized cobwebs seen in basements and attics. Orb looming spiders make large, round, highly organized cobwebs that are often seen attached to trees and bushes. Studies have shown that you are never more than ten
feet from a spider, and an estimate puts you almost three feet away. To be spider free you will have to go into space in a disinfectant capsule. Instead of running away, read these events and appreciate our wonderful arachnids. Unlike insects, spiders can not - but they can fly! Young spiders pull out silk until the wind can lift them into the sky. Most do not
travel high or far, but some have been seen at altitudes of 10,000 feet and on ships more than 200 miles from the mainland. Most ballooners are very small spiders, but adult spiders have been caught by planes with nets. Grid. Female wolf spiders carry their egg bags behind them, attached to their spinnerets. After the spiders appear, they crawl into the
mother's belly and hold while she actively runs and hunts. After about a week, spiders molt in larger sizes and then take off on their own to live. While most spiders live for a year, a few can have more than one generation per year. Some spiders can live 3 to 4 years, and some tarantulas are known to live for 25 years or so. Some spiders live underwater all
their lives. They float to the surface of the water to collect an air bubble, which acts as an underwater lung. An underwater spider fills its bell-shaped cobwebs with air bubbles and takes oxygen from them. The fisherman or raft spider can walk on the surface of a pond or other body of water by skating like a water strider. When it detects prey (insects or small
fish) under the surface, it can quickly dive to capture its dinner. Male spiders are almost always smaller than females and are usually more colorful. Some males are so small that they actually look like they are newly hatched. Predators and spider prey eat more insects than birds and bats (combined) eat, so they should be considered one of the best friends
of humans. They play a large role in controlling insect populations. Spiders are not just predators, they are often prey. Many birds and animals prefer to eat them. Coatimundi, a cousin of pandas, prefers to eat large tarantulas. A few trap door spiders use their bellies to plug their burrows to protect themselves from wasps. The abdomen is flat at the back end
and hard enough that the proboscis of the wasps can not penetrate it. Spider Web Facts Male spiders are unique among all animals in having a second copulatory body. While most animals spread their sperm in water or insert them into females, adult male spiders weave a small web sperm. They put a drop of semen on the web, suck it up with their
pedipalps (special structure on their first arm), and then use pedipalp to insert sperm into a female. Hummingbirds use silk from cobwebs to weave together the rods that form their nests. The decoration on the web of some finished spiders serves a variety of purposes: It can be a warning to birds not to fly into the web, an attractive substance for insect prey
to fly on purpose, or an um-brella to shade spiders from the hot sun. Some ball looms make cobwebs very unusual. One type significantly increases the area above the center, creating what is sometimes called a ladder site that extends eight feet above the spider. Bolas spiders make cobwebs of a single line with a sticky ball, or bola, at the end. These
spiders can rotate bolas in the air. Moths are attracted by the smell and fly towards the web until they touch it and stick. The spider then reels in its catch. This article was an insoable from The Book of Information, published by West Side Publishing, a division of Publications International, International, October 12, 2017 4-minute reading Comments expressed
by business contributors are their own. Over the years, I've seen many potential clients, clients and colleagues ball over the trouble points and actual skirts to win business, keep the meeting going or avoid confrontation. Then when those problems surface between the project or between relationships, everyone wants to poke their eyes out. All relationships
face conflict, and almost all relationships are combated. Many of us have the condition to flee or return when there is a disagreement in business. But that doesn't solve anything. I said fight hard but fight early. Deal with difficult things at first, even if it means not winning the job or slowing a project down, and continuing to cope as problems arise. Customers
and employees appreciate honest conversation, at least most of the time. If they don't, you may have much bigger problems than the one at hand. Here are five key areas where early combat will leave a lasting impression and produce lasting positive results: New Entrepreneurs Many potential customers plan their own games and expect you to follow, play
by their rules and bow to every request. Don't do this. If your intuition or your game plan is different from their intuition, speak up. Ask difficult questions and don't be afraid to say No. If the goal is a transparent, unified and lasting relationship, this behavior serves the needs of everyone. A prospect that tries to push you around becomes a client that pushes
you around, and I assure you- nobody wins in that scenario. You and your team won't perform at their peak and customers won't get the best from you. Establish clear up-to-face contracts to guide discussions with potential customers, and don't be afraid to confront when either party has far exceeded the agreed goals. Related: 7 Steps to Keeping
HealthyCustomer ServiceT ConflictS I hate to break it for you, but customers are not always right. It is my experience that one of the strongest customer service behaviors is disagreement. If you disagree with a position, assertion, direction or opinion, it's no one good to agree and move on. Stand up for what you believe and provide evidence. Disagreeing
without context will get you nowhere. Explain why you have your position and why a different approach or conclusion is worth considering. Related: The Customer Isn't Always Right and You Need to Challenge ThemBulliesDon't get pushed around. You have worked hard to get to your current position, no matter what level in an organization. Standing up and
asserting yourself respectfully is always the right decision. Stick to your values and keep the catchers Responsible. It's important to understand what type of behavior reduces group performance and keeps people going. Related: 10 Ways Jerks, Whiners and Bullies Ruin a BusinessColleaguesThis can get a bit subtle, but it's an absolute must have.
Communicating directly with reports, colleagues and superiors is important to build trust. If you have to hold them accountable, they will return the favor and you will all feel comfortable about it. However, with some colleagues, you may feel like you are in a constant early fighting state. If that's the case, you might want to have a fierce conversation (see next
bullet). Related: Conflicts between team members can lead to better outcomeFierce Conversations One of the best ways to get back on track in case you let something slip or if you are in a constant state of conflict is to have a fierce conversation. This is a way to approach a challenging topic, declare its presence, accept responsibility on your part and
express a desire to address it. Among my favorite books, Susan Scott's Fierce Conversations is the quintessential guide to producing, respecting and results-oriented communication and leadership. It changed the way I thought about challenging communication and opened up a world of courage and frankness. I've always been an advocate of early combat.
But for the record, combat is adult to adult, respect for communication and tone are key. Fighting ideas can lead you to believe that this is about raising your voice or taking a positive position. No, it's not. It's about asserting yourself in a fierce way, while keeping cool and gently guiding the conversation. When disagreements are intimate and respectful,
everyone wins. Wins.
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